Try to locate the following pieces of information before citing electronic sources. Not every Web page will provide all information.

- Author and/or editor names (if available)
- Article name in quotation marks.
- Title of the website, project, or book in italics.
- Any version numbers available, including editions (ed.), revisions, posting dates, volumes (vol.), or issue numbers (no.).
- Publisher information, including the publisher name and publishing date.
- Take note of any page numbers (p. or pp.) or paragraph numbers (par. or pars.).
- URL (without the https://)
- DOI or permalink.
- Date you accessed the material (Date Accessed)—While not required, it is highly recommended, especially when dealing with pages that change frequently or do not have a visible copyright date.
- Cite the container after your regular citation. Examples of containers are collections of short stories or poems, a television series, or even a website. A container is anything that is a part of a larger body of works.

WEBPAGES AND WEBSITES

Webpage – With Publisher

Author, “Title of Webpage.” Title of Website, Publisher/sponsor of Website, Publishing date, URL, Date Accessed.


Webpage – Corporate Author

Corporate Author. “Title of Webpage.” Title of Website, Publisher/sponsor of Website, Publishing date, URL. Date Accessed.


You can omit the publisher the when the website is published/edited by the author as in the above example, or when the website title is essentially the same as the name of its publisher.

Entire Website

JOURNAL, MAGAZINE AND NEWSPAPERS ARTICLES

Example of Two authors: Adams, Jonathan S., and Thomas O. McShane.
Example of Three or More Authors: DeVillar, Robert A, et al.
The DOI (digital object identifier) is preferable to using a URL.

Journal Article from Database

DOI


URL


Magazine Article from Publisher’s Website

Two Authors


Newspaper Article from Publisher’s Website


If there is no author start your citation with the title of the article.

ONLINE BOOKS - Free access websites

Author’s Name. Title of Book. edition., Publishers, date published. Website/Database, URL.


Chapter or Essay or Collection
